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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IOT) envisions the interconnectivity
among miscellaneous devices and human beings. This future
internet will not only bring into existence a new era of living
but also a new age of cyber threats and attacks. The main
cause of these cyber-attacks would be the explosion of data
that is caused due to 24 * 7 connectivity of devices and
humans to the internet. Successful implementation of IOT is
hindered by the concern of user data security and privacy, as it
exposes all the sensitive and non-sensitive information on the
web and user has a very restricted control over the data flow
in IOT. Cloud computing would be an inevitable part of this
IOT setup. Cloud computing also poses privacy issues such as
data manipulation, repudiation and third party illegal access.
Implementation of stringent attribute based encryption
policies is one of the effective ways of enhancing the user data
security. In CP-ABE, every ciphertext is combined with
access policy which is defined on the attributes. These set of
attributes are associated with user’s private key. Users will
able to decrypt the encrypted message only if the attributes of
private key satisfies the access structure associated with the
ciphertext. Likewise in many application scenarios, access
policies should also be protected since they may directly
contain sensitive information. Our paper presents a
comprehensive review of existing ABE schemes and also
proposes a CP-ABE scheme with complete hidden access
policy which ensures role based access control with a robust
encryption scheme.

Currently, advanced technologies have attracted huge number
of technological enthusiasts to keep their personal and
confidential data on cloud server for easy access and cost
saving purposes. Because of such advanced technologies
people’s expectations has risen about data security and
privacy. IOT setup consists of sensors, gateways and data
storage. Generally this data storage is done on cloud to
support distributed nature of applications. But due to this there
is a potential of data breaches and manipulation. So we need
to provide decent data privacy protection to not only IOT
devices but also to the cloud data storage.
To access data or file into the cloud, cloud service provider,
defines the access control techniques. A weak access control
technique is susceptible to various attacks like insider attacks,
collusion attack, and denial of service attacks. To give fine
grained access to user, cloud environment must have the
stringent access control policy.
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) [16], Discretionary Access
Control (DAC) [16], Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
[16], Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) [17] are access
control techniques are available.
These models have some shortcomings which limit their
practical use. For example, in DAC it is possible that
information may be accessed by unauthorized user due to the
existence of multiple copies of the information and having no
control on them. MAC
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Figure 1: Evolution of Access Control Techniques

avoids the problem by using the concept of security levels.
The security levels are applicable on each copy of the object.
However, few security levels put a restriction on commercial
applications. To get RBAC the authoritative properties of

MAC and DAC are combined. RBAC is based on roles of
users and associated permissions with each role. RBAC also
suffers from problems like role explosion which corresponds
to the situation in which different roles may require different
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permissions. This results in large number of roles and it
becomes difficult to manage them. ABAC model proposed by
Jinet. Al [2] is a general framework which combines some
advantages of DAC, MAC and RBAC. [16], [17]. (i.e., Figure
1)

technique.
In CP-ABE ciphertext and secret key is associated with access
structure, if attribute associated with user’s secret key fulfil
the requirement of the access policy then only the user can
decrypt the cipher text. (i.e., Table 1. Conceptual difference
between KP-ABE and CP-ABE Schemes)

To achieve the trust Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is used in
cloud computing.
Sender utilizes the public key element for encryption.
Receiver decrypt message sent by user with the help of
receivers private key. There are certain limitations for this.

Table 1. Conceptual difference between KP-ABE and CPABE Schemes

To recover this limitation, identity based encryption technique
is used which utilizes unique information about identity of
user as a public key. It is one of the public-key crypto
systems. But IBE system has some disadvantages such as,
public key occupy more memory or space in cloud, to encrypt
the owner’s data public key is used and for this key it requires
all the crucial information about the person identity. To
overcome these drawbacks Attribute Based Encryption (ABE)
got introduced in which public key is defined as arbitrary
strings. For example, name, mobile number, email address,
unique identification number etc.

KP-ABE

CP-ABE

Ciphertext + Attribute
Sets

Ciphertext + Access Structure

&

&

User’s Secret Key +
Access policy

User’s Secret Key + Attribute
Sets

LITERATURE SURVEY
Literature survey contains study of different existing attribute
based encryption schemes.

ABE does not use identity as a public key but defines a set of
attribute. It is used in the cloud storage for encryption and
decryption. Access structure is used in ABE to define the
policy of who can access the data and up to what level. Each
ciphertext contains the set of policies. Set of attributes are
associated with key and ciphertext and access structure which
are defined over attributes. (i.e., Figure 2)

A. Key-policy attribute based encryption (KP-ABE)
This scheme was first proposed by V. Goyal in 2006 and later
by Ostrovsky in 2007, this scheme is modified encryption
scheme of ABE. To overcome the limitation of classical
model, the access control scheme was introduced.
In this scheme, the set of attributes are used to describe the
ciphertext and access structure is defined on user private key.
The user access structure associated with private key matches
with access structure implanted with ciphertext. If the match
is found then only the encrypted message is allowed to be
decrypted. To establish one-to-many communication the KPABE technique is design. The KP-ABE scheme has some
limitation like encrypter cannot decide who can decrypt the
encrypted message and data owner is trusted authority (TA) at
same time. (i.e., Figure 3)

Figure 2: Working of ABE Scheme

Classification of ABE schemes


Key-policy attribute based encryption (KP-ABE)



Ciphertext-policy attribute based encryption (CPABE)

These attribute based encryption (ABE) techniques requires a
combination of access structure policies. This access structure
is embedded with cipher text or user’s secret keys. Access
policy is implanted with the secret key of user and decrypts
the encrypted message only if the attribute implanted with
ciphertext satisfy the access structure then it is KP-ABE

Figure 3: Representation of KP-ABE Scheme
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B. Ciphertext-policy attribute based encryption (CPABE)

D. Multi-authority attribute based encryption scheme
(MA-ABE)

The problem with key-policy attribute based encryption (KPABE) is overcome in ciphertext-policy attribute based
encryption. This scheme is proposed by Waters and Sahai
[10]. It is a modified version of ABE Scheme.

V Bozovic, DSocek, R Steinwandt, and Vil-lanyi introduced a
multi-authority attribute based encryption scheme MA-ABE.
MA-ABE is a combination of K attribute authorities and
attribute authority (AA) is one of the central authority. D k
value is assigned to each attribute authority. Each AA controls
the diverse subgroup of user role attributes; thus no single
authority is accountable for maintaining the security of the
whole system.

In this scheme [3], [12], [14], the access structure is embedded
with ciphertext and attribute set are embedded with private
key of user. The decryption of encrypted message is possible
only if the attribute of user’s private key is matched with
access structure which is embedded with ciphertext.

In such a scheme, attribute set is used to define the receiver.
The organization of MA-ABE helps in resolving the
traditional key management problems for large systems. Table
shows the difference between schemes of attribute based
encryption. (i.e., Table 2: Comparison of various ABE
Schemes)

In addition association of set of attributes, is private key, so
access structure is encrypted data is satisfy with this set of
attributes. The scalable method of encrypting data will be
gathered by CP-ABE where the encrypted user denies the
attribute set, for decrypting the ciphertext the decrypted user
needs to hold the attribute set.
To decrypt, different access structure are decrypted for
different data by different users. To prevent unauthorized data
access time this scheme is effectively used also it reduces
cloud storage. (i.e., Figure 4).

Table 2. Comparison of various ABE Schemes

Figure 4: Representation of CP-ABE Scheme
CP-ABE ARCHITECTURAL VIEW
C. Hierarchical attribute based encryption scheme
(HABE)

CP-ABE gives complete access control to the data owner over
its plaintext. As shown in the above figure, (i.e., Figure 6)
data owner encrypt the data by using encryption technique.
Encrypted data will be stored on internet cloud. In CP-ABE
scheme user can encrypt the data in such a way that he or she
can share it at a fine grained level. In this technique encryptor
must have to decide who should have to access the data which
is encrypted. After data encryption this encrypted data will be
hiding under the access structure and attribute set of user’s are
used to define the access structure. Whenever encrypted data
will be downloaded and it will be verified over the access
structure and those data will be decrypted by using private key
and converted into plaintext. Construction of CP-ABE scheme
includes four algorithms: Setup, Key generation, Encrypt and
Decrypt which are explained in the below given table (i.e.,
Table 3: Algorithmic working of CP-ABE).

HABE [11] is union of hierarchical identity-based
encryption (HIBE) scheme and ciphertext-policy attribute
based encryption based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme. It is
derived by Wang et al.in 2010 [11]. Properties of
hierarchical generation keys are used to by this scheme to
generate keys. Disjunction normal form (DNF) is used by
this scheme to express the access control policy. To give
fine grained access on cloud we needs the combination of
HIBE and CP-ABE. To achieve proxy re-encryption [13]
HABE is apply. But it is unsuitable to implement in
practice.
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Table 4: Components of cloud storage

Figure 5: Architecture of CP-ABE Scheme

Table 3: Algorithmic working of CP-ABE



Cloud Data Storage:

Data owner store the data on cloud but this data will be
downloaded by any unauthorized user. To provide the
protection for that data CP-ABE scheme is used. Following
figure will describe how this technique works. (i.e., Figure 7)

A.

Components of CP-ABE

Following are the components of CP-ABE( i.e., Figure 6)
Figure 7: Cloud Data Storage

B.

Access Structure:

Access structure provide the access conditions and this
conditions are set by user itself. Using such access structure
user can hide their personal information. To define this access
structures user attributes and AND (∧) and OR (∨) Boolean
operators are used.


AND/OR Gate:

To define which kind of users has access permission of
documents the access structure policy is used. e.g. number of
faculty’s in University, all faculty have access to student

Figure 6: Component of CP-ABE
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data, only examination department staff (EDS) access student
marks and teaching staff (TA) of that course. We express such
access structure: (i.e., Figure 8)

((EDS ^TS) ^ (2 out of 4 {Computer, Electrical, Mechanical,
Automobile}))

(EDA ^ TS) V (M-tech student ^ CS)

Figure 9: Access tree structure for ((EDS ^TS) ^ (2 out of 4
{Computer, Electrical, Mechanical, Automobile}))

Figure 8: Representation of the access structure as a tree

Various variable or credentials of predicate called as attribute
and predicate itself which represents the access policy as the
access-structure. Access policies may involve a large number
of attributes and it may be complex in reality. But it looks
simple above example.

Schemes of CP-ABE:
Various CP-ABE schemes are as follows (i.e., Table 4:
Various Schemes of CP-ABE) (i.e., Figure 10, 11, 12)

Table 5: Various Schemes of CP-ABE


Threshold Gate:

To understand what threshold gate is, let’s take an example:
There are number of faculty’s staff in University, all staff
member have access to student data, only examination staff
(EDS) and teaching staff (TS) can access marks of student.
University wants to send message to people who have at least
2 out of 4 properties which is in encrypted form – {Computer,
Electrical, Mechanical, Automobile} i.e. receiver should have
any 2 properties : 1) Computer, 2) Electrical, 3) Mechanical,
4) Automobile. In this example minimum threshold of
attributes is 2 that must satisfied by the receiver. Generally, if
the threshold is (t, n); then the decryptor must have t or more
of the specified n attributes.
Consider a situation where we have a secret document of
student marks. This document can be accessed only by a
person who is a teaching staff in University AND he is a
teaching staff of 2 out of 4 courses, namely, Computer,
Electrical, Mechanical, and Automobile. We write access
structure as follows: (i.e., Figure 9)
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Figure 10(a). Scheme 1: Fuzzy identity-based encryption [6]

In scheme [6] (Figure 10(a)), identities are used as descriptive
attributes set, threshold gate is used to express the access
policy and public, private keys are used to encrypt the
ciphertext. To tolerate the error between these two keys,
authors have proposed fuzzy identity based encryption. In this
scheme, the encrypted ciphertext also includes public key.

Figure 10(b) Scheme2: ABE for fine-grained access control
[7]

To share the data at fine-grained level they introduce scheme
[7] (Figure 10(b)) the new cryptosystem such as key policy
attribute based encryption i.e. KP-ABE. Fine-grained access
control means granting access right of individual users. In
such scheme they define the access policy based on attribute
set, and ciphertext is labelled with this attribute set and private
key are embedded with access structure, to decrypt the

Against collusion attack, this scheme is error-tolerance and
secure. Advantage of this scheme is, instead of delivering the
data or document on trusted server for authentication check,
they can store the document on untrusted server. However the
limitation of the scheme is that the encrypted data is shared
only with selected parties at the coarse-grained level.

Ciphertext system will be able to match the access structure
with private key of user. In this scheme they define the access
policy on AND/OR gate tree structure.
Different pieces of data are decrypted by different users
according to access structure is the main advantage of this
scheme.
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Figure 11 (b) Scheme4: CP-ABE with IPE [4]

In their second construction Figure 11(b) they gives predicate
encryption of inner product between key vector and
ciphertext. For predicate encryption scheme they use bilinear
pairing using notation of dual pairing vector spaces. Also they
establish the hierarchical delegation functionality of secure PE
scheme. i.e., they hide access structure attribute. And for
decryption of private key, predicate evaluates to 1 when
applied to ciphertext attribute.

Figure 11 (a) Scheme3: CP-ABE [4]

Schemes [4] (Figure 11(a)) introduces two functional
encryption scheme such as Fully Secure Attribute Based
Encryption (ABE) and Predicate Encryption Scheme. They
adapt dual system encryption technique of ABE to obtain full
security. Key and ciphertext are two forms such as semifunctional and normal in dual encryption system. To decrypt
the normal and semi-functional ciphertext, normal key is used
and to decrypt normal ciphertext semi-functional key is used.
CP-ABE scheme uses linear secret sharing scheme i.e. LSSS.
And this scheme is used to distribute or share the secret
among multiple parties. To define who should be able to
reconstruct the secret by using their share for defining such
access each SSS perceive access structure. And they perceive
construction of ABE using bilinear group of Composite order
also this scheme support arbitrary monotone access formula.
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Figure 12(a) Scheme5: Ciphertext -policy hiding CP-ABE
[13]

Figure 12(b) Scheme6: CP-ABE with partially hidden access
structure [5]

In scheme [13] (Figure 12(a)) includes construction of fully
secure hidden CP-ABE but support only restricted access
structure. For hiding the access structure attribute partially,
they use the inner product predicate encryption. Arbitrary
conjunction normal form and disjunctive normal form are
supported by this scheme. They also use the dual encryption
system for full security. For describing the access structure the
scheme uses AND gate with wildcard on multivalued
attributes.

Scheme [5] Figure 12(b)) proposes a new scheme of CP-ABE
as partially hidden access structure. This scheme is more
expressive and flexible and fully secure. In such model it
hides the specific attribute values of access structure while
other access structure information is public. Their scheme can
handle any access policy that can be expressed as linear secret
sharing scheme i.e. LSSS.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In proposed model of CP-ABE we use inner product
encryption scheme [13], [15] to hide the access structure and
all information about attributes from cloud server. For sharing
encrypted data, because of this new
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everything matches. If there is at least one mistake in position
the owner of non-matching secret key learns, but the number
of mistakes or their location does not learn by it. In inner
product encryption scheme we focus on predicates
corresponding to the estimate of inner product over
(for
some large integer N). Formally, we take Σ =

as a set of

attribute and use class of predicates to be F = {fx| x
}
where fx (y) = 1 iff (x, y) = 0. (Here, (x, y) denotes the dot
production
mod N of two vectors x and y.

Definition: A predicate encryption for predicates F over the
attribute set (Σ) consists of four algorithms Setup, GenKey,
Enc and Dec, such that: (i.e., Table 5: Algorithmic working
of IPE)
In setup phase access policy are defined itself. So it is always
a static one. The policies cannot be changed dynamically.
Policies are same for all the data which is stored on cloud. For
the data which is stored on cloud the access policy is same.
Figure 13: Flow of proposed hidden CP-ABE scheme
Table 6: Algorithmic working of IPE
way of viewing encryption the lager world of possibilities is
open up.
Inner product encryption is one type of functional encryption
scheme (FE), this was first proposed by Katz, Sahai and
Waters [9] as a fine grained notation of encryption that covers
identity based encryption (IBE), hidden-vector encryption
(HVE) and attribute based encryption (ABE). In predicate
encryption scheme, predicates are defined as set of attributes
with access policy.
Also secret key Sk are associated with predicates f and
ciphertext is associated with attribute I, to do the decryption.
That condition is defined by formula, f (I) =1, predicates f are
also called as Boolean formulas. The policy that defines who
can read the data is set by data owner by using Boolean
formulas. We construct such a scheme for predicates
corresponding to the inner product over
(integer N for

CONCLUSION
We are at the verge of the IOT era, but still there exists a
dilemma among the users regarding the personal data safety.
To provide fine-grained access for encrypted data attribute
based encryption technique is used. In this paper, we provide
a survey on evolution and development of various attribute
based encryption schemes. Among these schemes, CP-ABE is
discussed in detail and an idea to completely hide the access
structure that is encrypted with the ciphertext is put forth. The
proposed idea will make use of inner product encryption
technique along with attribute hiding to provide unlinkability.
This approach will definitely help in enhancing the privacy of
user data as well as help in increasing the user trust percentage
among IOT users.

large number). For example, in a health care application,
patient’s records are only accessible to physician who treats
that patient. For such application we need new cryptographic
mechanisms which provide access to encrypt data with finegrained control. This scheme achieves the basic level of
security that means, the ciphertext embedded with attribute.
(i.e., Figure 13)
To pair component of ciphertext associated with component
of secret key, the encryption mechanism is used in predicate
encryption and this together multiply intermediate result, if
there is any mismatch then and then only the random group of
element generates results and a cancellation occurs if
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[12] Katz, J., Sahai, A., & Waters, B. (2013).Predicate
encryption supporting disjunctions, polynomial
equations, and inner products. Journal of cryptology,
26(2), 191-224.
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